Underwriting
SNL iPartners’ easy-to-use, intuitive solution enhances the decision-making process for the management team, allowing them to retrieve
and analyze valuable data quickly without traditional reporting restraints and interactive tools. By delivering powerful analytics to support
solid business strategies, firms can leverage SNL iPartners’ solution to gain an edge in today’s competitive marketplace.

Retrieve Key Data. Produce Quantifiable Outcomes.
The data generated from your processing systems holds valuable information. A strong grasp of this information helps build a stronger
and more profitable risk portfolio. Flexible and timely access to data facilitates the crucial understanding of risk characteristics within a
line of business. This understanding is critical to producing pricing strategies that maximize profitability, growth and success.

•

Monitor market acceptance, pricing and loss ratios

•

Quickly identify trends

•

Drill down to details by product, territory or risk type

•

Quantify key outcomes

•

Display information in distinguishable, easy-to-read formats

SNL iPartners’ Insurance Scorecard puts information at your fingertips through an intuitive user interface that allows underwriters and
managers access to up-to-date premium and loss information without IT intervention. Set your own alerts and be notified of thresholds,
identify acceptable risks and recognize trends such as the frequency, duration and outcome of claims in an industry or class.

•

Understand if risk exclusions are providing desired results

•

Produce easy-to-read maps of information like policy and/or
premium volumes in certain territories

•

View new product performance compared with other products within a specified time frame

•

Run performance comparisons by agents or underwriters

•

Review and compare risk types with specific characteristics

•

Identify problems and adjust guidelines to meet goals

•

Determine the cause of submission ratio variance

A pioneer in the BI as-a-service solution, SNL iPartners is committed to delivering accurate, accessible and scalable Business Intelligence solutions for organizations in the Property and Casualty Insurance industry. With over 15 years of experience in legacy data
integration, SNL iPartners’ proven technologies enable organizations to implement enterprise-class solution via a cost-effective model.
Contact us today to learn more.
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